
OFFICIAL CONTEST GUIDELINES 

1. All contestants must be between the ages of 13 and 21 at the time of the semi-final 

performance on September 22, 2012. 

2. NO BACKGROUND VOCALS ARE ALLOWED ON AUDIO ACCOMPANIMENT FOR VOCAL 

PERFORMANCES. Background vocals are defined as any pre-recorded voice or voices 

singing or speaking. Audio accompaniment for a vocalist must consist of instrumental 

music ONLY. ANY CONTESTANT VOCALIST FOUND USING AN AUDIO ACCOMPANIMENT 

WITH BACKGROUND VOCALS WILL BE DISQUALIFIED. NO EXCEPTIONS. 

3. No professional artists allowed. A professional is defined as a person who has been 

paid to perform their talent (excluding prize money awarded for a competition) or who 

seeks to make money though the sale of merchandise featuring their talent (including 

CDs and DVDs). 

4. Acts may not run more than four minutes in length. If an act exceeds four minutes, the 

contestant will be disqualified. 

5. No fire, pyrotechnic, smoke, smoke effects, or weapons of any kind (including knives 

and firearms) will be allowed. 

6. Contestants may enter the contest only one time as a solo act and one time as part of a 

group act. 

7. All props must be inanimate, with the exception of use within a variety act (such as a 

magic act). 

8. Live audio accompaniment during a vocal or dance act is permitted provided the 

accompanying performer does not assume visual or auditory importance in the 

performance. Visual or auditory importance is defined as any background singing, 

dancing, instrumental solo, or other action that could be construed as vital to the act. 

Any person assuming visual or auditory importance during a vocal or dance act must 

meet the age qualifications for this contest. 

9. Live audio or taped instrumental accompaniment during an instrumental performance is 

not permitted. All instrumental performers must meet the age qualifications for this 

contest. 

10. Audio accompaniment used by a dance act must NOT contain any tap or tap effects. 

Dancers found using an audio accompaniment that contains tap or tap effects will be 

disqualified. 

 

THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THESE RULES. ANYONE FOUND 

VIOLATING ANY OF THESE RULES WILL NOT BE PERMITTED TO 

PERFORM AND/OR DISQUALIFIED. 



 


